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Congruences on semigroups of quotients 
JOHN K. LUEDEMAN 
Introduction. PETRICH and others [2 , 5 , 6 , 7 ] have studied semigroups V which 
are ideal extensions of a semigroup S by the quotient semigroup T=V/S. These 
extensions are classified by their homomorphic image in the translational hull £2(S) 
of S. Most often S is required to be weakly reductive so that S is embedded in 
Q(S). On the other hand, given a right quotient filter I on S, the semigroup Q(S) 
of right quotients of S can be defined and all right ¿"-systems M12S for which 
M/S is torsion can be classified by their homomorphic image in Q(S). Often S 
is required to be strongly torsion free so that S is embedded in Q(S). When M 
is strongly torsion free, M is isomorphic to an ¿"-subsystem of Q(S) and so may 
receive a semigroup structure from Q(S). The author [4] has shown that these 
two concepts are special instances of a common generalization. 
In this paper we study semigroups V containing the strongly torsion free semi-
group S with T=V/S torsion, called semigroup extensions of S by torsion T. 
In this situation T is an (S, 5")-system which may not be a semigroup. However, 
T*=T\{0} has a partial multiplication for pairs t,t'£T* with tt'$S in V. This 
partial multiplication is associative. When considering ideal extensions, the (S, S)-
system T has a trivial scalar multiplication. In our situation, the (S , S)-system 
structure on T is not trivial and plays an important role. 
In Section 1, the necessary definitions concerning semigroups of quotients are 
given and the semigroup extensions V of S are characterized in terms of an (S, 5)-
homomorphism 0: which preserves any partial multiplication in T*. This 
characterization is reminiscent of the characterization of ideal extensions due to 
CLIFFORD [1]. In Section 2 , semigroup congruences O on V are characterized in 
terms of the restriction CT=U|s of o to S, and the (S, S")-system congruence x on 
T inherited from o when Sja is strongly torsion free. In Section 3, the semigroup 
V/u is shown to be an extension of Sja by a quotient ^-system of T. In Section 4, 
the special case of extensions determined by partial homomorphisms is considered. 
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1. Extensions of semigroups. Let S be a semigroup with zero. (In this paper 
S will always have a 0 unless otherwise noted.) 
Def in i t ion . A right quotient filter on S is a nonempty collection I of right 
ideals of S satisfying 
(i) if A£Z, AQB, a right ideal of S, then B£Z; 
(ii) if A,B£Z then Af]B£Z; 
(iii) if A£Z,s£S then = and 
(iv) if I is a right ideal of S, A£Z, and a^ItZ for all a£A, then / £ ! . 
H I N K E L [ 3 ] calls such right quotient filters "special". 
For A£Z, let Horn (A, S)={f: A^S\f(ax)=f(a)x for all x£S, a£A). Let 
B = U' Horn (A, S), then B is a semigroup under composition with multiplication 
o f / : A-»S,g: B—S defined by the composition fog: C-+S where 
c — {b£B\gQ>)£A} 
which is in Z. Define the relation y on B by fyg if and only if there is some A£Z 
with f(a)=g(a) for all a£A. y is a semigroup congruence and Q= B/y is the 
semigroup of right quotients of S with respect to Z. 
Let M be a right ¿¡"-system and define a relation 5 on M by mbm if and only 
if for some API, ma=m'a for all a£A. 8 is called the torsion congruence on M. 
Mis strongly torsion free if 8 is the identity relation, and M is torsion if 8=MXM. 
For each i^S", the y class of the mapping Xs: S—S given by left multiplication by 
s is denoted by [J] and the mapping [ ]: S-^Q is a semigroup homomorphism. 
If 5" is strongly torsion free, [ ] is a monomorphism and we identify S with its image 
[s] in Q: . . 
Defini t ion. A partial (S, S)-algebra T is a partial groupoid which is, at the 
same time, an (5", 5")-system, for which (ts)t' — t(st') for all sdS whenever both 
products are defined. 
Let V be a (S, 5")-system which is' also a semigroup. If V satisfies (vs)v' = 
=v(sv') for all v, v'dV, s£S, we call V aa S-algebra. A semigroup V containing 
Sas a subsemigroup is clearly an ¿"-algebra. Let T=V/S, the Rees quotient (S, S)-
system. T has a partial associative iiiultiplication of nonzero elements t, t'£ T if 
tt'^S (as an element of V) inherited from: V, and so is a partial (5", S):algebra. 
We denote T \ ( 0 } by T* and note that V_=T*US as sets. 
In general, given a partial (S, S)-algebra T, We wish to define a semigroup 
multiplication on V—T*l)S: extending the-partial multiplication in T* and the 
multiplication in S. If such a multiplication can be defined, we call V a semigroup 
extension of S by T. 
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Def in i t ion . Let Q be a semigroup of right quotients of S with respect to a 
right quotient filter I , and let T be a partial (S, S)-algebra. A mapping 9: T*-*Q 
is a partial homomorphism if 
(i) whenever t,t'£T*, and tt' is defined, 0(tt')=(9t)(9t'), and 
(ii) if teT*,s£S and ts^O [st^O], then 0(ts)={Qt)s [0(i/)=.y0(O]. 
When S is strongly torsion free and T i s torsion, the, desired multiplication on 
V=T*\JS can be defined as shown by the following theorem. 
Theo rem 1. Let I be a right quotient filter on S and S be strongly torsion 
free. Let T be a partial (S, S)-algebra. If 0: T* — Q is a partial homomorphism 
satisfying (0a)(0b)£S if a, b<=T*, ab undefined and s(0b)£S [(Ob)s£S] if sb=0 
[¿>5=0], then V=T*[JS is a semigroup under the multiplication 
(9a)(9b) if a,b£T*, ab undefined 
a(9b) if aZS,b£T*,ab = 0 
(9a)b if a£T*, b£S, ab = 0 
ab otherwise. 
Conversely, every semigroup extension V of S by torsion T—V/S can be con-
structed in this manner. 
Proof . The proof of the direct part of the theorem consists of verifying the 
associative law. The proof is tedious but not difficult so only the verification that 
(ia*b)*c=a*(b*c) for a, b, c£T* isgiven. If ab, be, a{bc) and (ab)c are defined, then 
(a*b)*c = ab*c = (ab)c = a(bc) — a*bc = a*(b*c). 
If ab and be are defined while (ab)c is not, then 
(a*b)*c = ab*c = (0ab)(0c) = (6a8b)6c = ea(db0c) = 6a9(bc) = a* be = 
= a*(b*c). . 
If be is defined while ab is not, then 
(a*b)*c = (6aGb)*c = (6a9b)9c = 8a(9b9c) = 9a9(bc) = a*bc = a*(b*c). 
Since the case be undefined^ ab defined is similar to the previous ,case, we consider 
the case where ab, be are both undefined. In this case 
(a*b)*c = (9a9b)*c = (9a9b)9c = 9a(9b6c) = a*(9b9c) = a*(b*c). 
Conversely, let F = T * U S be a semigroup extension of S by T where T is 
torsion. We define 0: V-+Q to be the natural mapping given as follows: for- v£V, 
since T is torsion t>-1.S={.y£iS|iw£iS'}£.E so we define 0v to be the- y^class of 
g: v~1S—S given by g(a)—va. Clearly 0 is a semigroup homomorphism of V 
into Q whose restriction to S is the identity. By abuse of notation, denote the restric-. 
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tioii of 9 to T* by 9. Clearly, 9 is a partial homomorphism satisfying Oa 8b£S 
iiabis undefined, and s(9b)£S [(OAKS'] if sb=0 [¿>j=0]. 
Moreover, if juxtaposition denotes the multiplication in V, then if a, b£ T*, 
ab undefined, then a*b=9a9b=9(ab)=ab; if as=0, a£T*, s£S, then a*s= 
=(9a)s=6(as)=as; if sa=0, a£T*, s£S, then s*a=s9a=9(sa)=sa; and other-
wise, .aft is defined in T*, or ab£S in V, and in both cases a*b=ab. 
2. Congruences on V. Let I be a right quotient filter on S, let S be strongly 
torsion free, and V be a semigroup containing S with T=V/S a torsion partial 
(S, ¿)-algebra. To describe this situation we say that V is a semigroup extension of 
S by torsion T. 
Def in i t ion . Let a be a semigroup.congruence on S and P be a (S, ¿^sub-
system of T with the following property: 
(1) For each p&P* there is 's£S and A£Z with the property that paasa for all 
In this case we say the p is a-linked to s. (Note that TjP inherits a partial multiplica-
tion from T.) 
Let t be a 0-restricted multiplication preserving (S, ¿^-congruence on TIP 
satisfying 
(2) if XTy, sat and xs, yt£S then xsayt. 
The relation (a,P, t )=o on V=T*\}S is defined as follows: 
for x,y£T\P, xoy if and only if XTJ; 
for ~x, y£P*, xoy if and only if there are s, t£ S a-linked to x and y (respectively) 
with sat; 
for x£P*, s£S, xvs if and only if sux if and only if there is t£S <r-linked to 
x and tas; and 
u|s=<x... . 
A congruence a on S is strongly torsion free if S/a is a strongly torsion free 
semigroup with respect to the right quotient filter I/a with base {a^A^AdZ} 
where is the canonical semigroup homomorphism from 5 to S/a. 
Lemma. Z/a is a right quotient filter on S/a. 
Proof . Property (i) is clear, while (ii) follows from elementary properties of 
the function <j*. 
•(iii) Let BeZ/a and t=a"(s)€Sla. Let A£Z with a*(A)QB. Then s~lA£Z 
and cr*sa$(s~1A)^=B and (ah^B^Z/a. 
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(iv) Let <?*(/) be a right ideal of S and B£Z/cr. Let A£Z with a*(A)GB. 
Let ( а f o r all a£A. Then without loss of generality, for 
all a£A so / € £ and o*(I)£ZI<r. 
Theorem I. If a is a strongly torsion free semigroup congruence on'S, then 
v=(a, P, T) is a semigroup congruence on V whose restriction to S is strortgly torsion 
free. Moreover, every semigroup congruence on V whose restriction to S is strongly 
torsion free is of this type. 
Proof . To show that v is an equivalence relation it suffices to verify that for 
p£P, s, t£S, pvs and pot imply that sat. However, pvs and put imply the existence 
of some x£S cr-linked to p with xas and xat. Thus sat. 
We next verify that о is a left congruence. The "right" case is dual. 
Case 1. Let t, t'£T\P, c£V and tut'. Hence txt'. If ct£T\P then ct'eT\P 
since т is O-restricted. Hence ctxct' or ctvct'. Next let ct£P*\JS, then ct'£P*US. 
We consider several subcases. 
(a) ct, ct'dP*: By (1), for some x, y£S, A^Z ctvx and ct'vy so that ctaaxa, 
ct'aaya for all af_A. By (2), txt' implies ctaact'a which implies xay since a is 
strongly torsion free. Thus ctvct' by definition of v. 
(b) ct£S, ct'£P*: For some x£S and A€Z, ct'aaxa for all a£A. Hence 
by (2), ctaaxa for all a£A so ctax since a is strongly torsion free. Hence ctvct'. 
(c) The other cases ct£P*, ct'£S and ct, ct'£S are treated similarly. 
Case 2. Let p,p'£P*, pop' and c£F. Then pvs, p'os for some sf_S by the 
definition of o. By (1), for some AfZ, cpaacsa for all a£A. Similarly cp'aacsa 
for all ad A. Again we consider several cases. ; 
(a) cp, cp'£P*: Then cpvx and cp'oy for some x, ydS. Thus xaacpaacp'aaya 
for all A and so xay and cpvcp'. 
(b) cpdS, cp'£P*: Then cp'ox for some x£S. Thus for all a£A, cpaacp'aaxa 
so cpax and cpvcp'. .-
The verification of the remaining cases is either similar to some case considered 
above or follows immediately from (1) or (2). 
Conversely let ц be semigroup congruence on V whose restriction to S is strongly 
torsion free. Let P={t£T*\t}is for some ig5}U{0}, then P is an (S, ¿^-subsystem 
of T. Let a = f i \ s and define x on T / P by: 
txt' if and only if tpt' (t, t'£T\P); ОтО. 
Then clearly IT is a strongly torsion free semigroup congruence on S, every 
element of P* is <x-linked to an element of S, and т is a partial multiplication pie-
serving O-restricted (S, S')-congruence on T/P and conditions (1) and (2) are sat-
isfied. Clearly pQv=(a, P,x). To see the converse we need to consider two cases. 
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Case 1. pvp'; p,p'dP*'- Then there are s, s'dS and A£l with paasa, p'aas'a 
for all ad A, and sas'. On the other hand there are x,x'dS with ppx, p'\ix'. Thus 
for all ad A, xaapaasa and x'aap'aas'a so xasas'ax'. Thus pps, p'¡is' and sps' 
so pup'. 
Case 2. pos; pdP*, sdS: There is xdS, Ad£ with pacxa for all ad A and 
xas. However piix' for some x'dS so x'aaxa for all ad A or xax'. Thus ppx' pxps 
or pus. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. A relation p on V is a semigroup congruence whose restriction to 
S is strongly torsion free if and only if p is of the form (a, P, x) for some strongly 
torsion free semigroup congruence a on S. 
If P is a nonzero (S, S)-subsystem of T such that P*US is a strict extension 
of S (i.e. for all pdP*US there is some sdS, AdZ with xa=sa for all ad A [4]), 
then P can be used in (<r, P, t). In this case condition (1) is automatically satisfied 
but condition (2) must still hold. 
Def in i t i on . A semigroup extension V of S by T=V/S is determined by 
the partial hotnomorphism to: T*-~S if (1) co preserves the partial multiplication 
and the (51, S)-system multiplication on T, and (2) the multiplication of a, bdV 
is given by 
(coa)((ob) if a, bdT*, ab undefined 
I(oja)b if adT*,bdS,ab=: 0 
"* \a(cob) if bdT*, adS, ab = 0 
ab otherwise. 
Recall from [4] that if S is strongly torsion free, a semigroup extension V of 
S by torsion T=V/S is strict if and only if V is determined by a partial homo-
morphism co: T*~*S. 
When V is determined by a partial homomorphism, we have the following 
result: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. Let V be an extension of S determined by a partial homo-
morphism co: T*—S where T=VjS is torsion, a be a strongly torsion free semi-
group congruence on S, and P be any (S, S)-subsystem of T. Then there exists a 
multiplication preserving (S, S)-congruence x on TIP for which i)=(<r, P, i) is a 
semigroup congruence on V. Moreover, condition (2) on a and x is equivalent to 
(3) cotaoit' if tot' 
while condition (1) holds automatically. 
Proof . Let r be the identity congruence on T/P, then the first statement 
follows from the remarks preceding the statement of the proposition. If (2) holds, 
» 
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and txt', then for some A£Z and all a£A, taat'a hence (at)aa(cot')a but since 
S is strongly torsion free, cotacot'. If (3) holds, then txt' and xay implies mtamt' 
from which (o>t)xo((ot')y and so txat'y if tx, t'y=0, otherwise txxt'y since txot'y 
(o is a congruence) and tx, t'y are both nonzero. 
R e m a r k . If T has no nontrivial (S, 5)-subsystems then .P=.{0} or P—T. 
Consequently for any semigroup congruence on V, either S is saturated by v(P= {0}) 
or every u-class intersecting T* also intersects S; in these cases both conditions (1) 
and (2) are vacuous. 
3. Homomorphic images of V. In this section we describe the homomorphic 
image of V induced by a congruence v=(a, P, x), where a is strongly torsion free. 
Recall that for any semigroup congruence a on S, o" denotes the natural mapping 
of S" onto S/<T. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let V be a semigroup extension of S by torsion T—V/S deter-
mined by the partial homomorphism 9: T*-+Q. Let v=(cr,P,x) where a is strongly 
torsion free. Then v is a semigroup congruence on V and one of the following two 
cases occurs: 
(i) P=T; then V/o^S/a; or 
(ii) P^T; then Vjo is an extension of S/a, by (V/o)l(S/o)^(T/P)lx deter-
mined by the partial homomorphism ¡3: ((T/P)/x)* — Q(S/cr) where ¡3 is defined by 
fi(x" t) = (x^ t), where (t-1) is the equivalence class in Q(S/a) of the mapping 
/ , if,: <T* (t~1S) - S/ii defined by #, (a*a) = (ta). 
Proo f . That v is a congruence follows from Theorem 2.1. If P—T, the mapping 
Q(O*X)=V*X for all x£S is a semigroup isomorphism from Sjo onto F/u. 
Suppose P^T. Let K=T/P, V'=VJO, and S'=S/A. V is a semigroup 
extension of (P*US)/O by K/O (by an obvious abuse of notation). From the 
construction of (o,P,x) it is clear that (P*\JS)/O'=SIVS£S/<J, and K/o^K/x. 
Hence we may consider V as an extension of S' by K' —K\x. Here 5" is strongly 
torsion free so we may describe this extension by means of a partial homomorphism 
¡3 defined above. Let o be the multiplication in V, * the multiplication in V , and 
denote the multiplication in T, K and S' by juxtaposition. It remains to show that 
* satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.1 in V'=K'*\JS'. 
For any a', b'£K'* (a'=osfl=tsa), 
(ab)' if ab£T\P 
•a'*b' = (aob)' = • s' if ab£P*, abvs 
[9a0b]' if ab is undefined 
a'V if. a'b'^0 
([3a') (fib') if a'b' is undefined. 
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If a'eS'. b'£K'* then 
(ab)' if ab£T\P 
ar*b' = (aoby = • s 
n UUtzl \r f , 
•e i/- n* l )ab u a b if ab£P*, abos =\.RW ,,, 
(aBbY iiab=0 Pb l i a b = ° -
The case a'£K'*, b'dS' is similar to the above case and if a', b'£S' then a'*b' — 
=(aob)'=(aby=a'b'. 
Coro l l a ry 2. Under the same hypothesis and notation as in the theorem, if V 
is also a strict extension of S and P^T, then V/o is an extension of S/a by (T/P)/x 
determined by the partial homomorphism Q: ((T/P)fx)* — S/a defined by Q(X*X) = 
=o$s where for some A£Z, xa=sa for all a£A. 
4. Extensions determined by a partial homomorphism. Let V be a semigroup ex-
tension of S by torsion T determined by a partial homomorphism GO : T*->-S, a 
be a semigroup congruence on S, P be an (S, S')-subsystem of T, T be a O-restricted 
partial multiplication preserving (S, ¿^-congruence on T/P, and suppose caaawb 
if axb where a, b£P. On V define the relation u by 
a, b£T\P: avb iff axb 
a, b£P*: avb iff coaacob 
a£P*, b£S: aob iff boa iff coaab, and 
a,b£S: aob iff aab. 
We write o=[<r, P, x]. 
Theorem 1. The following statements hold: 
(i) o—[a, P, x] is a semigroup congruence on V; 
(ii) if a is strongly torsion free then [a, P, x]=(a, P, x); 
(iii) every semigroup congruence p on V whose restriction to S is strongly torsion 
free is of the form [a, P, x]; 
(iv) if P=T, then V/o si S¡a; 
(v) if P^T and a is strongly torsion free then V/o is an extension of S/a by 
(T/P)/x determined by the partial homomorphism to' defined by 
(4) cu'(t *a) = a**(<aa), a£T\P, 
and 
(vi) condition (3) is equivalent to the existence of the function (o'\ ((T/P)/x)* -*S/a 
satisfying (4). 
P roof , (i) o is clearly reflexive and symmetric. Let p£P* and s, tdS with 
pos, pvt. Then copas, (opat and sat or sot. Let a, b, c£T*US with a, b, c£T*, aob. 
| f d,b,c£T* with QQdT* then bc^T* and acobc. If ac£P* and bcdP* then 
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since coaacob, со (ас)=coacocacobcoc=co(bc) or acvbc. If ac£P*, bcdS then 
tacmmb^-m (ac)crcobcoc=>co (ac) abc. The other cases are either obvious, or follow 
easily by arguments similar to the above. 
(ii) Since in the definition of (a,P,x), for any pdP*, copdS is ст-linked to p, 
[a, P,x]^(a, P,x). Conversely suppose px,p2dP* and p^o, P, x)p2. Then pi is 
u-linked to s£S (i=l, 2) by A£E and Hence (cop1)a(Ts1aas2acT(cop2)a for 
all a£A and since AdI and a is strongly torsion free, cop1acop2 or /^[с, P, x]p2. 
The cases p±dP*, PzdS and ptdS, p2dP* are obtained by similar arguments. 
(iii) This follows from ii) and Theorem 2.1. 
(iv) This is obvious. 
(v) Using the notation in the proof of Theorem 3.1, for t2dT\P we obtain: 
t[ = t'2 => tx xt2 =• cotx oa>t2 => (cotj' = (cot2)' =>co't[ = со' t2 
and so со' is single-valued. If t[t'2 is defined, then /1t2dT\P and 
oVxQ = cAh h)' = [«(fj f2)]' = (cohcoQ' = (cotj)'(cot2)' = (co'Q(co't'2) 
and со' is a partial homomorphism. If /[t2 is undefined and t2dT\P then 
{ [coQxQ]' if txt2 is defined {(coh)(cot2))' if txt2 is undefined 
= [(cohXcoQ]' = (cot,)'(cot,)' = (co'tiXco'Q. 
If tidT\P and sdS, we have 
l[*s' = (txos)' = {(соф)' = (cotes' = (co'Qs' 
and dually s' * t[=s'(co' Q. 
(vi) By (v), (3) implies the existence of со' satisfying (4). Conversely if (4) 
holds, then 
txxt2 => t{ = t2 => со' t[ = со' t'2 => (cot,)' = (cot2)' => wf1 acot2 
and (3) holds. 
Condition (4) can be expressed by saying that the following diagram com-
mutes : 
СTIP)* — S 
t' J CT& 
(F/P)/T)*-2U S/FF 
where со* = ш | г ^ р and т ' ^ т ^ у р . 
Comparing Theorem 4.1 with Theorem 3.1, we see that condition (3) in the 
definition of и=[<7, P, x] implies that о is a semigroup congruence on V, while in 
Theorem 3.1, we had to suppose that a is strongly torsion free to prove that (a, P, x) 
is a semigroup congruence on V. In Theorem 4.1, we obtain all semigroup con-
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gruences FI on V whose restriction to S is strongly torsion free; if /t|s is not strongly 
torsion free, condition (3) need not hold. 
Coro l l a ry 2. Let T be a zero (left zero, right zero) (S, S)-system, then all 
semigroup congruences v=[a, P, T] on V can be constructed as follows: let a be a 
semigroup congruence on S, and on T* define a' by 
(5) ^ a' t2 o co/x o-co/j • 
Let P be any (S, S)-subsystem of T, r be a 0-restricted multiplication preserving 
equivalence relation (right S-congruence, left S-congruence) on TIP for which 
t l r \ p = ( 7 ' l r \ p - Then (3) holds and [<r, P, i] is a semigroup congruence on V. Con-
versely any semigroup congruence [a, P, T] on V can be constructed in this fashion. 
In particular, we obtain all semigroup congruences on V whose restriction to S is 
strongly torsion free. 
Proof . On zero (left zero, right zero) (S, 5)-systems all 0-restricted multi-
plication preserving equivalence relations (right ^-congruences, left ¿¡"-congruences) 
are (S, ¿¡^-congruences. From (5) and T|TX^,gj<7'|TXi, it follows that(3) holds. Hence 
[a, P, t] is a semigroup congruence on V by Theorem 4.1. 
Conversely, if [<r, P, T] is a semigroup congruence on V, then (3) is satisfied 
and so 
The last statement of the corollary follows from part (iii) of Theorem 4.1. 
When J1 is a zero (5, S)-system, every subset of T containing 0 is an (S, ^ - s u b -
system, while (S, 5)-subsystems of the other two types are 0-simple. Thus it is possible 
to characterize in a simple way a large class of semigroup congruences on V when T 
is of one of these types of (S, 1S')-system. Moreover, the extension is determined by a 
partial homomorphism. 
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